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T

his is a trip report of our five night stay in the Kruger
National

Park,

which

included

the

three night

Mphongolo Backpack Trail – a trail that not only takes
you into the biggest wilderness area in the Kruger, but
also takes your soul to a deeper level than you could

ever have imagined.

Our travelling group, consisting of family and friends, left Pretoria at
3am on the day of travel. The Kruger is less than five hours drive
from Gauteng, but when you are dealing with a group of people with
such a rambunctious obsession for the bush and an uncontrollable
itch to get there, this is actually quite a late start.
Our plan was to enter the park at Orpen gate and take the Timbavati
River road to spend the night camping at Letaba Rest Camp. At this
stage, we all had ‘leopard fever’ and we thought that taking this route
would maximise our chances of seeing our favourite feline creatures.
Unfortunately we didn’t see any leopards, but we did have a
magnificent sighting of the notorious honey badger.

Beautiful view over the Letaba River ©Anton Kruger

THE TRAIL BEGINS
The next morning we left Letaba camp at sunrise and headed north
towards Shingwedzi Rest Camp, where we met our awesome guides
Brenden and André for the start of the Mphongolo Backpack Trail.

They gave us a short talk on what to expect on this special trail,
whereafter we did some last-minute backpack checks, packed the
trailer and headed further north towards Sirheni Rest Camp. En
route, we veered off onto a small, dusty track – and we all
unanimously got the sense that the wilderness had begun…

Zebras through the dust at the Mooiplaas water hole ©Anton Kruger

After about 15km on this track, the driver stopped – it was time for
our trail to begin. You feel a bit vulnerable and exposed when a
SANParks vehicle drops you off and leaves you there alone – in the
biggest wilderness area in the park (all 150 000ha of it) with nothing
except your backpack.

Just one of our incredible camping spots ©Anton Kruger

But, after a brief safety talk by our guides, we soon realised that this
is different than your usual visit to a game reserve. Brenden
explained the feeling well: “Normally when you visit a park, you are
only observers. You look at the wildlife, but you are not part of it.
With this backpack trail, you become a participant. You become part
of the wildlife, and are exposed.” After this touching introduction, we
started our walk towards the Mphongolo River, which would be our
life-line for the following four days.
To find out more about the harsh realities of backpacking
in the wild, continue reading below the advert

HARSH REALITY CHECKS IN THE WILD
Our afternoon walk took us down the desperately dry Mphongolo
River – our first reality check on the trail. We found a suitable
camping spot for the evening, but there was one problem – after a lot
of digging for water, there was only dry sand. This was our first taste
of the rampant drought that the Kruger National Park is currently
experiencing.

Enjoying an afternoon siesta on the trail ©Anton Kruger

We made a plan and emptied our water bottles into a container, and
the verdict was that we should have enough water for the night and
following morning. The next day, we would continue our urgent
search for water. But, the relaxed evening that we had planned
developed into reality check number two…
…At 3am that night we heard some strange and very loud noises next
to our little tents. Whatever it was, it was big! At first I first thought
it was lions, or maybe elephants. Brenden even thought that it could
be black rhinos fighting at one stage. As the noises got closer we saw
that it was two hippo bulls having a full-blown fight!

Enjoying the milky way at a night-stop ©Francois du Plessis

In reality, this could have been a life-threatening situation, but the
guides handled it in a very professional manner to ensure that we all
stayed safe. Scary as it was and shocked as we were, the next morning
we were actually able to follow the blood trail – this was a serious
fight, and the closest they came was four metres from our tents! We
were lucky to survive.
On a positive note though:

if there were hippos around, there

must’ve been water not too far away!

WILDERNESS BACKPACKING AT ITS BEST
For the following three days, we followed the course of the river in a

leisurely manner, enjoying sightings of large buffalo herds and
numerous old buffalo bulls. Elephant dung was everywhere and we
saw their spoor frequently too. We saw African wild dog tracks and
had many more awesome, exciting sightings – we even encountered a
leopard in broad daylight on one of the afternoon walks!

As close to hippos as we would like to be! ©Anton Kruger

We learned about the trees, the elephant teeth, the porcupine dung
and how to measure the stride of an animal by looking at the tracks
and everything in between. Digging for water in the river and using
the dug-out ‘wells’ the elephants had created was a memorable daily
event.

Brenden Pienaar, our guide, teaches us about animals’ stride length by
looking at their tracks ©Anton Kruger

Getting a closer look at some elephant teeth ©Anton Kruger

The birding highlight for me was a family of Grey Penduline-Tits –

they weigh only six grams! I also heard the coolest plant name ever
– have you heard of a “Northern fluffy-flowered Jackal-coffee”?
What an incredible name!
The trail is not a strenuous one, but what it lacks in strenuousness it
makes up for in serenity. One day we had brunch at an amazing spot
alongside the river and we promptly decided to camp there for the
night. That afternoon we took our walk without our backpacks.

Taking a leisurely afternoon river stroll without our backpacks ©Anton
Kruger

We also enjoyed some quiet time alone. Sitting next to the river and
staring down at it watching darkness creeping closer is total
relaxation. It is in these quiet moments with nature when you realise
what is important in life, and how we should push not to just
‘exist’ but to ‘live’! These are the opportunities for peaceful
introspection that the trail offers.

Spending some quality, peaceful time next to the river ©Anton Kruger

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TRAIL
What is the ultimate highlight of such a backpacking trail? For me, it
was definitely being part of the ecosystem, without a watch or
cellphone, without any human evidence anywhere, no roads, no
showers, nothing – and being in the presence of big game while
experiencing the wilderness. There are some hair-raising and heartpumping experiences along the way that make you feel alive – and
then there is also some much needed quiet time to reflect…

Dinner time at an impromptu camp ©Anton Kruger

The birding highlight – A Grey Penduline Tit! ©Anton Kruger

Team members collecting water from a hole dug by an elephant! ©Anton
Kruger

On the last morning we were greeted by our friendly SANParks guide
with a nice surprise. A cooler box full of ice cold beer! A Castle Lite
had never tasted this good before! Cheers to the guides for an
unbelievable few days!
If you would like to experience a life-changing wilderness experience,
book a backpacking trail with SANParks today!
To find out more about places to stay near this area of the
Kruger, continue reading below the advert

PLACES TO STAY IN THE KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
Cheetah Plains Private Game Reserve promises the authentic African
safari experience. With breathtaking bushveld landscapes, abundant
wildlife and luxurious safari-style accommodation, you’re sure to be
blown away by this magical piece of the Kruger bush!
Djuma Private Game Reserve is situated in the heart of the true
South African bush. At Djuma, they pride themselves on immersing
their guests in the untamed landscape of a pure safari experience and
inviting them to indulge in a sensory bush experience like none
other. The emotive surroundings and their pampering attention to
detail will create a safari experience of a lifetime!
Makanyi Private Game Lodge is a heavenly place, situated in the
Timbavati section of the Kruger – a unique wilderness dubbed as
“The place where something sacred came down to Earth.” Offering a
truly wild and private experience, here the animals roam free – and
the guests’ souls freer.
Tanda Tula Safari Camp became the first East African styled, luxury

tented safari camp in 1976. Today, they are one of the leading tented
camp and safari experiences in the Kruger Park. The two exclusive
tented camps are renowned for offering guests a luxurious and
authentic safari experience in one of the most beautiful parts of the
continent.
Tinstwalo Safari Lodge shares an unfenced boundary with the Kruger
National Park. Here, guests are spoiled with uninterrupted game
viewing experiences in an untouched African wilderness. The lodge
suites offer the luxury of colonial times and are intricately decorated
and preserved to ensure an incredible guest experience.
Umlani Bushcamp is an ethically operated and Fair Trade certified
safari camp. Situated in Big Five territory in the Timbavati section of
the Kruger, they offer guests the opportunity to experience the real

magic of Africa. Take your chance to reconnect with nature in one of
Africa’s renowned and unspoilt wilderness reserves.
Klaserie River Safari Lodge is located in the Thornybush region of the
Greater Kruger area. This highly acclaimed region is within a dayttrip distance of the Kruger National Park. The riverfront chalets are
blissfully private, and private game drives and bush walks are offered
in the Thornybush Game Reserve – with the opportunity to
experience Africa’s magical Big Five.
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Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, opened for
entries on 1 December 2016.
The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away
with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters
with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double
lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while
each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino
Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will
enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.
The following gallery showcases a selection of great images
submitted during the sixth week of the competition but it is still
early days! As you can see, we are receiving some high quality
travel, culture and wildlife images! Get your entries in now by
clicking here for more details.
Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above
each image to see this week's exquisite gallery.
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A Gelada monkey's hair being blasted by the wind in the Ethiopian Highlands ©Patrice Quillard
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Hyena over a wildebeest kill in Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa ©Arnoud Quanjer
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An antelope quartet in Kenya ©Theodore Mattas
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Gelada monkey portrait in the Ethiopian Highlands ©Patrice Quillard
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A David and Goliath moment between a male cheetah and an armoured cricket in Madikwe
Game Reserve, South Africa ©Samuel Cox
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Himba people in Epupa, Namibia ©Ben McRae
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Zambezi crocodile at sunset in the Zambezi river, Zambia ©Ronald Glazier
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"Safe with mommy" in the Pilanesberg, South Africa ©Jan Roos
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Father Abebe Sisay reading his bible in Lalibela, Ethiopia ©Inger Vandyke
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"Can I tell you a secret?" in Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Ricci Goldstein

